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Why a Modern Tabletop Wargame?

When we started Delta One Zero: The Miniatures Game back in 2017, we wanted to bring something slightly different to 
the tabletop wargaming community. A game that had a video game feel to it – a game which was realistic, fast and had 
strategic depth. These were the three key design pillars that formed the foundations of Delta One Zero.

The Three Pillars of Design

One of the key elements we wanted to emulate on the tabletop was realism, but not at the expense of playability and speed. 
We wanted players to be aware that their troops were not super soldiers of the future clad in suits of power armour, but 
rather regular troops - subject to everyday limitations, abilities and injuries.  If players were not careful where they placed 
their troops and moved them out into the open, then in all probability they would be injured or worse by the enemy player. 

From that seed, the idea of Stress was born.  It is not a new term and is found in other games, albeit in different forms. In 
Delta One Zero it is the one thing that both players will have to manage in order to succeed; as the effects of Stress are 
cumulative, troops become less effective with the more Stress they accumulate.  Stress provides realism, but not at the 
expense of being a real life simulation - because that wouldn’t be fun!

The second key aspect we wanted the game to achieve was speed – whether you had less than an hour or an afternoon 
free (or even a day!), we wanted the game to have the ability to scale up or down. In addition, we wanted the game to be 
free flowing with little to no reference tables and rules to have Keywords.  This ensures the players time is spent rolling dice 
and moving models, rather than consulting a rulebook.

Finally, the last pillar involved strategic play.  We knew the game would be based around point costed models, so players 
could play balanced games.  We wanted to have games predominately mission based, rather than purely focused on 
attacking one another.  To ensure games also had different levels of strategic depth, we introduced Tactical Cards.  Put 
simply, playing a Tactical Card at the right moment can win a player the game. 

With these three design pillars, we have developed a game to ensure no two games of Delta One Zero are the same - with 
each game as exciting as the last.  

We are immensely proud of this final product - but we can’t do it alone.  Just as we relied on our own gaming group and 
volunteer gamers around the world to playtest our creation, there is no such thing as a perfect game.  As much as we have 
tried to formulate clear rules, we have no doubt that there will be instances that we need to explain the design intent more 
clearly.

As we said at the start, we developed the game around three key pillars and now that it is released to the public, there is a 
fourth –  the community. 

The Fourth Pillar 

What you are currently reading is the Living Rulebook; the essence behind a Living Rulebook is that it grows, evolves and 
improves over time.  It is our hope that the Delta One Zero community provides feedback so we can develop the game into 
a better version of itself.  We won’t change for the sake of change but will take all comments into consideration and as a 
development group, we will steer the success of Delta One Zero as a tabletop game together.

Initially, we will utilise a Frequently Asked Questions format, published on the website in the Downloads section and on the 
Facebook page as a way of clarifying any rules queries.  If and when it is needed, we will update the rulebook to ensure it 
captures the latest amendments.

The Future 

As some of you are probably aware already, we are working on bolstering the current forces with reinforcements, as well 
as working on two new Factions – something that we are very excited about. Stay tuned as we have lots of great ideas to 
introduce in the future and will be dropping hints on the Delta One Zero social channels as to what these could be... 

 ~ Jacob, Josh and Greg and the D1Z Team.

Foreword
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HELPFUL HINTS
The following dialogue boxes provide helpful 
hints to understand some of the key game 
mechanics throughout this book.
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IMPORTANT!
Sarge points out any information not to 
be missed!

The “thumbs up” highlights the 
designer’s intentions - to give an 
idea of why we came up with our 
cool concepts!
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Game overview 
Have you watched modern Hollywood war films or 
espionage thrillers?

Have you ever played a first person shooter on 
a console and wondered what it would be like to 
recreate battles with your friends on the tabletop?

Have you ever wanted to partake in clandestine 
operations with special forces, modern infantry or 
a combination of both?

Now you can!

In Delta One Zero, players take control of a number 
of Fireteams from a chosen Faction and battle 
their opponent’s Forces using highly detailed 
32mm miniatures.

By combining their tactical resources, each player 
takes turns to activate their Fireteams in an 
attempt to outsmart their opponent.

Welcome to Delta One Zero!

Introduction 
Europe is in crisis.

A devastating attack on a nuclear storage facility 
has plunged Eastern Europe into its worst 
humanitarian disaster since Word War 2.

The NATO alliance within Europe is buckling 
under pressure from the continued influx of 
refugees from the disaster zones, coupled with 
civil unrest running rampant across their once 
stable democracies. Without the backing of the 
United States, the humanitarian missions to the 
disaster zones are slowly but surely suffering the 
same fate as their parent nations - a scramble for 
survival at the edge of calamity at the cost of their 
once altruistic intentions.

In the East, political instability has also driven 
Russia to the brink - not of social revolution but 
the edge of a new Iron Curtain. The Red Bear, 
dormant for so long, creates a New Eastern 
Bloc as she gathers her former Republics under 
a new banner. Moscow’s star has fallen as the 
centralised economy cannot keep pace with the 
global catastrophes. The armies along the ever 
expanding borders have long since broken free of 
the chain of command as they pursue their own 
agendas.

Underneath it all, insidious forces work to sow 
mistrust and discord amongst the powers. 
Clandestine teams of special forces operate in the 
shadows, whilst clashes over resources, border 
skirmishes, riots, and continuing terrorist attacks 
are underpinned by the most dangerous of foes - 
an unknown enemy.

DESIGNERS NOTE:

Regarding the setting, our design 
team decided to avoid recent or 
ongoing ‘real world’ conflicts for 
many reasons - the primary one 
being we did not want the game 
to be held to a level of ‘realism’ 
which for many players can be a 
deterrent. Instead, we have opted 
for a near future and ‘plausible-
but-unlikely’ scenario, designed 
to drive action sequences and fun 
game mechanics over all else. Our 
main aim is to create an engaging 
modern combat action game, not 
a simulation. We wanted a world 
we could create within and not be 
bound by.

So try not to overthink it, and as 
always feel free to create your 
narratives within the world of D1Z!

INTRODUCTION
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It does not matter if the actual model is lying down 
or kneeling, the model will still occupy a 25mm 
diameter cylinder (unless otherwise stated on the 
model’s Reference Card), as shown below:

Model volume example

For models that have been placed prone, for 
example due to suffering Wounds equal to their 
Wound value, simply rotate the Volumetric 
Template 90° to determine their position for Line 
of Sight clarifications. 
Models each have a corresponding Reference 
Card – this gives the model’s Troop Profile - such 
as how far they can Move and how well they can 
Shoot.

Line of Sight
Line of Sight (LoS) is the means by which models 
on the game board interact with one another. 
Models in Delta One Zero are considered to have 
360° Line of Sight  at all times.
If models can trace an imaginary straight line 
between them, either with no or partial (see later) 
terrain between them, then they have Line of Sight.

The BAsics
Delta One Zero: The Miniatures Game uses the 
following game concepts.

Terminology 
As the game is based on modern warfare, it uses 
similar terminology to that of present day military 
organisations. Below are listed some of the 
common used terms throughout the rulebook:

Trooper Each model represents an 
individual trooper.

Fireteam A group of troopers, generally 
consisting of 2 – 5 models.

Forma-
tion

All troopers in a Fireteam must 
belong to the same Formation.

Faction The wider force that the Formation 
is aligned with.

Model
A model occupies a Volumetric Space - that being 
an area from the bottom of the base extending 
up to a height of the Volumetric Template.  The 
Volumetric Template is a gaming aid designed 
to assist players when determining the in-game 
position of a model in relation to game effects, 
such as shooting or movement.
In order to use the Volumetric Template, place the 
template adjacent a model to determine its posi-
tion. Players will find it useful when determining 
Line of Sight (see later).

Volumetric Template

DESIGNERS NOTE: 
You will find that the Volumetric 
Template is rarely used in games 
as in most cases it is obvious what 
a model can see and what models 
can see it. It is generally used to 
determine edge case scenarios.

GAME CONCEPTS
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Measurements 
All measurements are taken from the edge of 
a model’s base or the edge of a marker. Players 
can measure up to the distance of a models Move 
value before moving models in their Move phase.  
Furthermore, no distances may be pre-measured 
before declaring an Action; this is a game were 
good decisions will win the day! 

ORDERS
Orders are assigned to each Fireteam by sliding 
the selector clip on the Order Generator over the 
chosen Order at the start of the turn, with the Order 
providing the basis of how each model within a 
Fireteam will act in that turn.
Each Order consists of a Move step and an Action 
step, even if the Order given states that the Move is 
0” or an Action cannot be made. Each model in the 
Fireteam gets to act in accordance with the Orders 
instructions (see later).
Once a Fireteam has completed it’s assigned Order, 
including any Reactivations, players alternate 
activating Fireteams in a “I go, you go” sequence, 
completing the issued Order before passing control 
over to their opponent to do the same with one of 
their Fireteams.

Order Generator
 

DESIGNERS NOTE: 
Using a mixed ‘over/under’ model 
for dice rolling allows us to build 
in a range of mechanics to engage 
with model stats. The Forward! roll 
(page 19) is an example of this.

GAME CONCEPTS

Dice, Checks and tests
Players use dice to determine the outcomes of 
Checks and Tests in the game. Players roll ten 
sided dice (referred to as D10s) to complete 
Checks and Tests that have a chance of failure 
or to determine the resolve of their models as the 
battle unfolds. 
When rolling to complete a Check using a model’s 
Initiative or Nerve value, players need  a D10 
result equal or lower than the value listed on their 
Reference Card after Modifiers are applied. 
When rolling to complete a Test using a model’s 
Shoot or CQB values, players need a D10 result 
equal or higher than the value listed on the 
Reference Card after Modifiers are applied.

Modifiers
Modifiers represent effects in the game that 
increase or decrease the likelihood of a Check or a 
Test succeeding or failing. Modifiers are added or 
subtracted to the result of each of the D10s rolled 
when attempting a Check or Test.  Modifiers are 
cumulative and often Checks or Tests will have 
several Modifiers applied to the result.
This may result in a Test requiring a roll greater 
than 10 on a D10 to succeed after players apply 
the relevant Modifiers – as this is not possible that 
Test automatically fails.
Also, when rolling to Test using a model’s Shoot 
or CQB value, a natural roll of a 1 will always be a 
failure - regardless of Modifiers. 
However when rolling for a Check using a model’s 
Initiative or Nerve value, a natural roll of a 1 will 
always be a success, regardless of the Modifiers.



TROOP Profile 
Each model in the game has a Troop Profile on 
their Reference Card, which provides a series of 
numbers and Keywords that represent how that 
model interacts with both friendly and enemy 
models, terrain and objectives on the game board.

An example of a United Kingdom Peacekeeping 
Force (UKPF) model’s Reference Card is provided 
below, with an explanation of the icons:

1 Model thumbnail and name.
2 Initiative – used to complete Checks 

and modify the Forward! roll.
3 Nerve – used for a Guts Check to 

Reactivate.
4 Models Move up to this value in 

inches.
5 Shoot - the minimum D10 result 

needed to hit a target, before 
Modifiers, with a Ranged Weapon 
during an Attack - Ranged Action.

6 Close Quarters Battle (CQB) - the 
minimum D10 result needed to hit 
a target, before Modifiers, with a 
CQB Weapon during an Attack - CQB 
Action.

6

7 Wound Threshold. If this value is 
reached the model is lain prone and 
if this value is exceeded the model is 
removed from play.

8 Stress Threshold. A model can 
accumulate this much Stress: if 
this value is exceeded the model is 
Fatigued!

9 Rate of Fire (RoF); details how many 
D10’s are rolled for the Primary 
and CQB Weapon during an Attack 
Action. In this example, the Primary 
Weapon has a RoF of 3.

10 The Range Band (in inches) provides 
the distances each Ranged Weapon 
can Shoot along with any applicable 
Modifiers. 

11 Lists the Primary Weapon the model 
is armed with.  It will also note if 
the Weapon has any applicable 
Keywords.

12 Lists the CQB Weapon the model 
is armed with.  It will also note if 
the Weapon has any applicable 
Keywords - in this example the 
model does not have a CQB Weapon.

13 Any additional starting Equipment 
the model has is listed here. The 
starting Equipment cannot be 
removed.

14 Lists any additional upgrades the 
model has.

15 The model’s Keywords are listed at 
the bottom of each Reference Card, 
in the following sequence:

FACTION - FORMATION - ROLE - TITLE

Refer to the Keyword section for 
descriptions of each of these.

1

2 3 4 5 6

7 8

9 10
11

12

13

14

15

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Starting weapons and equipment 
is intentionally ‘bare bones’. Grab 
those Weapon and Equipment Cards 
(page 12) and kit out your Fireteams!

GAME CONCEPTS
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STRESS
Stress is a measure of a model’s ability to perform 
in a combat environment.

Models gain Stress from many sources, be it 
environmental effects, coming under fire, or 
attempting to push themselves that extra step to 
complete the mission.

Models generally receive Stress from Wound Cards, 
which are dealt to the player each time a model 
is successfully hit by an Attack. There are various 
ways models can reduce Stress throughout the 
game, and these are detailed in further sections 
of this rulebook.

Managing Stress is the number one priority of 
every player in Delta One Zero.

ACTIVE AND INACTIVE MODELS
A model will either be Active (acting as normal) or 
Inactive (Fatigued! Separated! or placed prone due 
to the number of Wounds suffered).  

When a model is Inactive, it cannot use its Keyword 
rules or act normally until it either performs a Rally! 
Order  (if it is Fatigued! or Separated).

KEYWORDS
Models have two types of Keywords; those noted 
beside their Primary and CQB Weapons and 
Keywords applying to the model, which are listed 
at the bottom of a model’s Reference Card.  
These Keywords provide special abilities to each 
model during the game so make sure you know 
them!

TACTICAL CARDS
During a game of Delta One Zero, players can draw 
upon an additional resource called their Tactical 
Hand.
This consists of Tactical Cards drawn prior to 
the commencement of the game and provides 
players with a range of additional abilities such as 
access to off-table assets, or the ability to push 
their troops harder during the game. The number 
available to each player, as well as what they each 
do, is listed further on in the rulebook.

FIRETEAM STATES 
A State is defined as an ability that continues after 
a Fireteam has finished their Action, examples 
being Cautious, Covering Fire, or Overwatch. When 
a model or Fireteam is Disrupted! (for example 
for failing a Guts Check) it loses any State it 
possessed, however, it may attempt to reinstate 
it in the following turn by issuing an appropriate 
Order.

GAME CONCEPTS

 

IMPORTANT!
While we endeavor to provide 
comprehensive rules, unforeseeable 
instances or interactions may arise. If 
this occurs, both players should come 
to an agreement, ideally not providing 
an advantage to either player. If an 
agreement cannot be reached, roll 
a D10 with the higher scoring player 
determing which interpretation to use.
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The table below provides a guide to how a table 
might be set up for a balanced encounter, and 
will work best with all of the scenarios included 
in the Mission Pack (available from https://bonza-
games.com/downloads/)

Type Requirements Examples No.

Full cover Large: 9”x9” 
or smaller 
footprint, 
taller 
than the 
Volumetric 
Template

Small: 5”x5” 
or smaller 
footprint, 
taller 
than the 
Volumetric 
Template

Buildings, 
hills, 
shipping 

Large: 3 
or less

Small: 8 
or less

Partial 
cover

Any footprint 
size and 

Hedges, 
fences, 
walls

Any 
number

Scatter 
terrain 

Footprint 
approx no 
bigger than 
3” x 2”. 
No height 
limitations 
and can 
be taller 
than the 
Volumetric 
Template

Cars, 
crates, 
trees, oil 
drums

Any 
number

Note: Scatter terrain is a broad term used to 
describe small footprint pieces. The aim of 
scatter terrain is to provide small amounts of 
cover to large areas, examples would be crates 
within a warehouse themed board or oil drums in 
a manufacturing plant.

SETTING THE SCENE
For regular games of Delta One Zero, the ideal 
playing area is a table top 3’ x 3’. It should be 
covered witha  mix of terrain to make the encoutner 
interesting and provide tactical choices for the 
opposing players.
Terrain (also referred to as Scenery) should be 
arranged co-operatively between players, and any 
features agreed prior. Examples would be difficult 
or impassable terrain (see page 33 for a full 
explnation of terrain types). 

There should be a mix of terrain pieces 
representing a modern battlefield. Several pieces 
of terrain that completely block line of sight are 
highly recommended on the tabletop, as well as 
plenty of terrain that can provide cover for models.

The following steps provide advice to players so 
they can adequately set up terrain to enjoy their 
game:
1. The board should consist of around 50% 
terrain - a mix of both scatter and LoS blocking 
terrain.

2. When setting up a board, try to not give one 
side a significant advantage over the other. An 
example would be setting up the largest building 
in a player’s deployment zone, providing an 
unrestricted view of the whole battlefield.

3. Ideally both deployment zones should have 
LoS blocking terrain between one another.

4. Delta One Zero is a game based around 
shooting, so ensure there are fire lanes for your 
troops to take advantage.

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Players are encouraged to theme 
their playing areas to provide a 
narrative to their games - that’s 
what we do! Creating compelling 
narratives requires an adequate 
stage to tell the tale after all...

https://bonza-games.com/downloads/
https://bonza-games.com/downloads/
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Models in this State no longer count as being part 
of a Fireteam, cannot act this turn and lose all of 
their current States - such as Cautious, Overwatch 
or Separated!.
In the subsequent Order and Initiative Phase, the 
only Order they can receive is Rally!, indicated by 
placing a Rally! token adjacent to the model.
Fatigued! models can be attacked by enemy 
models as normal. 
Completing a compulsory Rally! Order in the 
subsequent turn may remove Fatigued! and the 
model may then act as normal, assuming it can 
gain Coherency with its Fireteam during the Rally! 
phase.

WOUNDS
If at the resolution of any Fireteam’s Action – 
friendly or enemy - a model possesses Wound 
tokens equal to the Wounds value on their model 
Reference Card, the model is laid prone (on its side) 
and may not act again until sufficient Wounds are 
removed to be less than their Wound value. 
If at the resolution of any Fireteam’s Action – 
friendly or enemy - a model possesses Wound 
tokens greater than the Wounds value  on their 
model card it is removed from the board. All 
remaining models of the model’s original Fireteam 
gain 1 Stress token (unless stated otherwise by 
a Keyword) - after all they have just witnessed or 
heard their teammate suffer a grevious wound!
If during a turn the players use all the Wound 
Cards, then simply reshuffle all of the cards and 
place face down ready for the next player.

STRESS AND FATIGUE
Stress decreases the effectiveness of a model 
on the battlefield. Each Stress token on a model’s 
Reference Card will incur the following Modifiers:

• -1 Modifier to all Tests using a model’s Shoot 
or CQB values.
• +1 Modifier to all Checks using a  model’s 
Initiative or Nerve values.

If at the beginning or resolution of any Fireteam’s 
Move or Action step – friendly or enemy - a model 
possesses Stress tokens equal to or greater than 
the Stress value on their model’s Reference Card, 
they become Fatigued! Place a Fatigued! token on 
the model’s Reference Card. There is no limit to the 
number of Stress tokens a model can possess.
A model that is Fatigued! is combat ineffective 
and is no longer an Active participant in the game 
(similar to being Separated!) and is now Inactive.

Models can become Fatigued! from a number of 
causes including being hit from shooting attacks, 
losing a  melee in a Close Quarters Battle, and 
certain environmental factors are just a few. 
It should also be noted that a model does not 
have to equal or exceed its Stress threshold to 
be Fatigued! – losing in Close Quarters Battle will 
cause a model to become Fatigued!, even if it only 
suffers one Stress token.  

 

IMPORTANT!
Even if the condition causing Fatigued! or 
Separated! is removed, the model must 
still Rally!

DESIGNERS NOTE:
The effect of Stress is to reflect the 
morale crippling effect of firefights 
and other dangerous or strenuous 
activity in combat.  A combination 
of the Steady Order, Command 
Keyword and Clear Stress Tactical 
Card are all used to help manage 
Stress when playing. Keeping your 
models under their Stress threshold 
is the key though!

STRESS AND WOUNDS
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STRESS AND WOUND TOKENS 
Wounds represent the model being significantly 
hurt or physically injured in some way. For 
example, being hit by a shot from a weapon. Stress 
represents psychological and physical damage.

As the game progresses models will suffer 
Wounds and Stress by the Wound Cards. This 
should be represented by placing the appropriate 
tokens on the relevant models Reference Card. 

 Wound Token             Stress Token

WOUND CARDS
In Delta One Zero each successful hit is 
represented by one card from the Wound Deck. 
The 36 card Wound Deck comprise three different 
types of card:

Wound and Stress cards (12)

Stress cards (18)

Near Miss cards (6)

Each time a model is hit by a successful Attack 
Action, or when damage effects from any source, 
Wound Card is drawn from the Wound Deck and is 
placed face down on the target model’s Reference 
Card.
When all models in the Fireteam have completed 
their Actions, the owning player flips the Wound 
Cards and immediately applies the effects.
Near Miss cards have no effect, hence the name!
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SELECTING A FORCE 
When selecting a force players have three options: 
- Use whatever they want (freestyle approach).
- Use a pre-constructed roster determined by the 
scenario being played (narrative approach), or 
- Use a Dossier to construct a roster following the 
guidelines provided (competitive approach).
Each model has a Reference Card that provides all 
rules and standard equipment for that particular 
model, however, a model’s points cost and available 
Equipment and Upgrades, are found in the Faction 
Dossiers available to download from the Delta 
One Zero website at https://bonza-games.com/
downloads/.

Fireteam Composition  
Models in the Force are assigned to a Fireteam. 
The maximum number of models in a Fireteam 
is 5 and the minimum is 2 unless stated in a 
model’s special rules on their Reference Card or 
via a Keyword. All models in a Fireteam must have 
the same Formation keyword. A Fireteam may 
only have one model with the Command Keyword 
unless specified in a scenario. 

Force Commander

Each Force is commanded by the model with 
the Command Keyword and the highest Initiative 
value. If there is a tie, select which model will 
have command. If there are no models with 
the Command Keyword, the Force has no Force 
Commander!

Primarily, this model will be modifying the Forward! 
roll, however, each Force Commander will grant the 
Force their Formation Military Doctrine, a unique 
Command Order, for no additional cost.

If the Force Commander is removed from play by 
being Wounded, Separated, or Fatigued!, command 
passes to the model possessing both the Command 
Keyword and the next highest Initiative value . If no 
command models remain, the Force is leaderless, 
putting the player at a major disadvantage for the 
Forward! roll (see page 19). 

GEtting started

WHAT YOU NEED TO PLAY
A Force 

Each player requires a Force, consisting of the 
models they want to use in the game. The Selecting 
a Force section on the following page, provides 
more detail on how players can build their force.

Reference Cards
Each model in Delta One Zero is represented by 
its own Reference Card, detailing the models 
attributes. Each player will need their own set of 
Reference Cards for their Force. 
Order Generators
Players will need an Order Generator for each 
of their Fireteams, including the accompanying 
Selector Clip.
Tactical Cards
Each player will have their own Tactical Deck, 
which is selected using the dossiers provided in 
Selecting a Force. Each player will have no more 
than 18 cards each and select only 4 at the start 
of the game. Further details are provided in the 
Tactical Card section later in this book.
Command Cards
Players purchase Command Cards, listed in their 
dossiers, as outlined on the following page.
Wound Cards
One Wound Card deck (36 cards) is required in 
order to play a game of Delta One Zero.
The Wound Deck should be placed to the side 
of the playing area, so both players easily have 
access to it.
Tokens
Players will need a selection of tokens to assist 
with tracking Stress, Wounds, and Fireteam States 
during the game.
Dice
Delta One Zero uses ten sided dice (also referred 
to as D10s) to resolve Checks and Tests that each 
player’s models will attempt throughout the game.
Tape Measure 
Players will need at least one tape measure, but it 
is more practical to have a tape measure for each 
player. Measurements are in inches.

https://bonza-games.com/downloads/
https://bonza-games.com/downloads/
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COMMAND ORDERS
When selecting a Force players may purchase 
additional Command Orders that represent 
tactical assets available beyond the edges of the 
battlefield. In competitive play, each Force will 
always start with the Military Doctrine Command 
Order detailed in their Faction Dossier. This is at 
no cost to the roster construction.

Some Command Orders have specific model 
Keywords (1) which dictate that a model with the 
specified Keyword must be present in a player’s 
force when the roster is constructed to access 
that Command Order. 

Also outlined on the card will be the phase of 
the turn that the Command Order affects (2) - 
including the Initiative and Order Phase. Finally, all 
rules for Command Orders, including the effect, 
are detailed on their card (3). Command Order 
cards are limited in the number of times they may 
be used in a game, outlined on each card (4). 

Example Command Order Card

Typically players may select one Command Order 
per model with the Command Keyword in their 
Force, following the costs and selections permitted 
by their Faction Dossier. A Command Order can 
only be activated by using a card from your (refer 
to the section). Only one can be activated per 
turn, regardless of how many different Command 
Orders a player may have purchased for any 
particular game. If a player has selected multiple 
options, they must declare clearly what  is being 
played before playing the card from their hand.

WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT CARDS
Models may be given Weapon and Equipment 
cards permitted by their Dossier. Any equipped 
cards contribute their point cost to the model’s 
total. Each model may replace their Primary 
Weapon (or add one if the model does not come 
with one already). Likewise, a player may add or 
replace a CQB Weapon.  A model may only ever 
have one Primary Weapon and one CQB Weapon.

Models may also be equipped with additional 
Equipment beyond their starting kit, so long as 
it is permitted in the model’s Dossier. Starting 
Equipment may never be removed or replaced.

Finally, Weapons with the Upgradeable (X) Keyword 
can be equipped with Modifications to further 
specialise a model’s role on the battlefield. The 
maximum number of Modifications is equal to the 
X listed against the specific weapons Keyword. 
Modifications must have the same Weapon 
Keyword as the Weapon they are being applied to.

OPEN AND SECRET INFORMATION
Models in a Force, their Weapons, Equipment 
and Upgrade Cards are always considered open 
information to your opponent (i.e. they are not 
secret and your opponent can look at the cards 
at anytime). Purchased Command Order cards 
are considered secret information and can be kept 
secret until they are used.

Models should be representative of their Keywords 
type - however, Equipment does not need to be 
shown on the model itself.

GEtting started

GEtting started

1

2

3

4
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Choose the board edge
Once players have established their Tactical Hands, 
players each roll a D10 and add the Initiative value  
of their Force Commander. 
The player with the higher result selects the board 
edge they wish to deploy on. In the event of a tie, 
players re-roll until a winner is determined. 
Note: some Keywords directly influence this roll - 
be sure to apply all appropriate rules.

Deployment
Players then roll another D10 to determine who 
will set up one of their Fireteams first, with a tied 
result being re-rolled. Players add the Initiative 
value  of their Force Commander to the result. The 
winner can choose which player deploys first and 
players alternate Fireteam deployment thereafter, 
or according to the scenario requirements.
All models must be deployed in Coherency (see 
later) with their Fireteam (this is generally 4” unless 
stated in a model’s Keyword rules). 

MISSIONS
Players are free to mutually agree on a mission or 
elect to use the Delta One Zero mission pack. 
Some missions require appropriate markers or 
models to complete objectives or may require the 
initial setup of the game board to be rearranged 
slightly to suit the mission being played. This 
should always be discussed with your opponent 
and mutually agreed to.

TACTICAL DECK
Players follow the guidelines in their Faction’s 
Dossier to create the Tactical Deck, ensuring that 
they are adhering to the card restrictions listed 
within.
Before any models are placed on the board, both 
players draw four cards from their Tactical Deck. 
These cards create a player’s Tactical Hand and are 
to be kept secret and not shown to the opposing 
player unless they are being used or an in-game 
effect allows it. The remaining Tactical Cards are 
shuffled and placed to the side of the play area, 
and form the Tactical Card Deck.
Cards from your Tactical Hand can be used at any 
time permitted by the card’s rules, but only one 
card from each player may be played per turn. 
Once cards from your Tactical Hand are used, they 
are added to the Tactical Deck discard pile face up. 
In the Consolidation Phase, players draw a new 
Tactical Card and if they have not used one at 
the end of the turn, they discard one. If a player is 
ever above their permitted Tactical Hand size, they 
must immediately randomly discard to this limit 
before continuing the turn. See the next page for 
a description of the Tactical Cards, and examples 
of their use.

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Players should not feel constrained 
by the Mission Pack when it comes 
to designing scenarios to play! It 
is intended as a guide for creating 
balanced matches, but we encourage 
you to develop your own missions 
and scenarios. Please share them 
on our social media if you do - we 
love seeing them!

game set up
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Turn Sequence 
A game of Delta One Zero is played over a number of game turns. The number of turns will generally be 
dependant on the mission or scenario being played, however, usually it is six.
Each turn is split into three phases, detailed below.

ORDER AND INITIATIVE PHASE (Page 17)

In this phase, players determine the Orders that their Fireteams will receive, issue Rally! orders to 
Seperated! and Fatigued! models, and use the Forward! Roll to determine which side has the momentum 
in their favour heading into the Tactical Phase.

 

TACTICAL PHASE (Page 20)

In this phase, players will alternate executing the Orders given to their Fireteams, as models are moved, 
conduct Snap Fire, complete Actions and are potentially Reactivated to act again in this turn. Stress and 
Wounds will be accrued in this phase and will need to be managed!

CONSOLIDATION PHASE (Page XX)

In this phase players remove Stress with thir Command models, Rally! any Fatigued! or Separated! 
models that have been issued Rally! Orders, check if the mission is completed, remove expired State 
tokens, reshuffle the Wound Deck and draw a new Tactical Card.

Back to the Order and Initiative Phase as the new turn begins!

game set up
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This card allows a Fireteam to not suffer the Stress 
penalty for attempting to Reactivate, but it must 
still pass a Nerve Check. This card may only be 
played after a Fireteam has completed an Order. 

This card allows a Command Order to be activated. 
This card may be played at any time the conditions 
of the Command Order recorded on the card are 
met.

TACTICAL CARDS
During a game of Delta One Zero, players can draw 
upon an additional resource called their Tactical 
Hand, made up of Tactical Cards selected during 
roster construction. Players may only play one 
Tactical Card per turn, so careful selection and 
management of this hand is crucial.

Using this card clears all Stress tokens from any 
one model in the player’s Force. 
This card may be played at any time during the turn 
(even during an opponent’s activation) but must 
be used at the start or completion of an Order – 
for example, directly before the model’s Fireteam 
begins their Move, or directly after the model’s 
Fireteam completes its Actions.
A model that is Fatigued! may have all their Stress 
tokens removed (cleared), however, as they are 
Fatigued! they must complete a Rally! Order during 
the Consolidation Phase.

tactical cards
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Using a STOP! card cancels an opponent’s Tactical 
Card.
This card may be played any time that your 
opponent uses a Tactical Card.

Using this card allows the player to have a single 
Wound Card “reflipped’ with another Wound Card 
from the Wound Deck being drawn and replacing 
the previous result.
This card may be played any time a Wound Card is 
flipped as a hit, but before the effect is resolved. It 
may be used against any model (friend or enemy) 
that receives a Wound Card. The new result must 
be accepted.
See Stress and Wounds for more information.

tactical cards
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Cautious MOVE STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam can move a distance 
in inches up to half (rounding all 
fractions up to the nearest whole 
number) of their current Move value. 
The Fireteam then gains a Cautious 
State token until their new Order 
is revealed in the next turn. The 
Cautious State gives a -2 Action 
Modifier to any Attack – Ranged 
Action directed at them.

ACTION STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may complete an Action. 
If performing an Attack - Ranged 
Action, the Rate of Fire (RoF) of the 
weapon is reduced to 1.

ORDER AND INITIATIVE PHASE
The Order and Initiative Phase consists of two 
stages:
1. Order Selection
2. The Forward! roll 

At the beginning of the phase, players use their 
Order Generators to issue an Order to each of their 
Fireteams. This is done by placing the Selector Clip 
over the chosen Order and placing it face down by 
the Fireteam, so the other player cannot see it.  

Order Generator

Each Order consists of a two step process; a Move 
step and an Action step. The Orders players can 
select are:

Advance MOVE STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may Move up to a distance 
(inches) equal to twice their current 
Move value.

ACTION STEP: No Actions may be 
taken by any models in the Fireteam. 

order and initiative phase

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Cautious is used as a catch-all for 
different ways of sneaking around 
the battlefield. Consider models 
to be prone, using stealth, picking 
their way from cover to cover and 
so on. This speeds up the game 
and simplifies mechanic interaction 
between models considerably, as 
a team is either being cautious 
(whatever narratively or thematically 
that might entail) or not!
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Engage MOVE STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may Move a distance 
(inches) up to their current Move 
value.

ACTION STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may complete an Action.

Over-
watch

MOVE STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may move a distance 
(inches) up to their current Move 
value.

ACTION STEP: Models in the 
Fireteam are not permitted to take 
a normal Action. Instead, they may 
Snap Fire as outlined in the Snap 
Fire rules. Place an Overwatch token 
beside the Fireteam to show they are 
in the Overwatch State.

Covering 
Fire

MOVE STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may move a distance in 
inches up to their current Move value.

ACTION STEP: Nominate any one 
model in the Fireteam as being “on 
point”. This will be the only model 
from the Fireteam that gets to 
complete an Action this activation. 
For each other member of the 
Fireteam within 2 inches of the model 
“on point” and has a Line of Sight to 
the target will receive a +1 Action 
Modifier to any Attack – Ranged 
Action performed. 
The Fireteam then gains a Covering 
Fire token until the Consolidation 
Phase of the current turn. Any model 
electing to complete an Attack 
Action on an enemy Fireteam that 
has already executed a Covering 
Fire Order in the current game turn 
suffers a -1 Action Modifier for each 
enemy executing the Covering Fire 
Order and is in Line of Sight.

order and initiative phase

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Covering Fire can be devastating in 
offense but shines most brightly in 
defense. Laying down Covering Fire, 
even from teams that have suffered 
extensive Stress damage, can 
create a wall of lead that even the 
most skilled enemy models will have 
a hard time penetrating. Just watch 
out for effects that remove states! 

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Engage is your ‘toolbox’ order. Select 
it when you need to ‘do a thing’ 
and remember each model in the 
fireteam can do a seperate ‘thing’.
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RALLY! ORDER
If a model begins the Order and Initiative Phase 
Fatigued! or Separated!, they will receive a Rally! 
Order instead of an Order from the Order Generator.
This is an automatic Order and the token is always 
placed beside a Fatigued! or a Separated! models 
to show that it needs to complete a Rally! in the 
Consolidation Phase.

FORWARD! ROLL 
After Fireteams have been issued an Order, both 
players roll a D10 and add the current Initiative 
value of their Force Commander, after Modifiers 
(e.g. Stress tokens). 
The winner may choose to activate a Fireteam first 
or pass the initiative to the other player.  In the 
event of a tie players re-roll the dice.

Steady MOVE STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may Move a distance 
(inches) up to their current Move 
value.

ACTION STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may remove one Stress 
token. If no enemy model can draw 
Line of Sight  to any model in the 
Fireteam, each model may remove a 
second Stress token.

Sus-
tained 
Fire

MOVE STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam has their Move value 
reduced to zero.  This still counts as 
having executed a Move.

ACTION STEP: Each model in the 
Fireteam may complete an Attack – 
Ranged Action, gaining +1 RoF.

D1Z Allows the Fireteam to execute a 
Special Order, if permitted by Keyword 
or Mission rules.

 

IMPORTANT!
Going first is not always the best option - 
sometimes passing the Initiative to your 
opponent wins games!

order and initiative phase

 

IMPORTANT!
Rally is exaplined in full detail in the 
Consilidation Phase section (page XX). 
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A model can move freely around the playing 
area, restricted by the terrain present and enemy 
models.
Models may move freely through or over any 
terrain feature that is not taller than the Volumetric 
Template. This represents vaulting over or ducking 
through the terrain as appropriate. 
Models may move freely through friendly models.  
Models may not move through enemy models. 
Models may not end their movement in base to 
base contact with an enemy model unless they are 
completing a Close Quarters Battle Action.
If a player wishes to move a model over terrain 
pieces that are taller than a model’s Volumetric 
Template they must complete a Climb Action - refer 
to the Standard Action section for more details on 
climbing.

Some terrain features, such as rivers or dense 
foliage, may be considered difficult terrain - which 
halves the movement of models (rounding up) as 
they attempt to move through it. These features 
could also be impassable, prohibiting models 
moving through or over it, regardless of the size of 
the terrain piece. Difficult and impassable terrain 
elements should be discussed and mutually 
agreed upon by players during the setup of the 
game board.

TACTICAL PHASE
The Tactical Phase consists of the following 
stages for each player’s activation:
1. Select a Fireteam, reveal its face down 
Order Generator to your opponent and complete 
all models movement permitted by the assigned 
Order.
2. The opposing player will resolve any 
Overwatch Order or Snap Fire reactions.
3. The controlling player may resolve any 
Actions, permitted by the issued Order.
4. The controlling player may attempt a Guts 
Check in Order to Reactivate the same Fireteam to 
repeat its Order.
5. Play then switches to your opponent, with 
players alternating activating their Fireteams until 
all Orders are resolved. 

Each Order consists of a Move step and an Action 
step. These are always considered to take place, 
even if a Fireteam can or does not move, or can or 
does not complete an action.
The player who won the Forward! roll may choose 
to activate a Fireteam first or pass activation to the 
opposing player.

STep 1: MOVING
Refer to the models Move value – this is the 
number of inches the model can move up to in an 
activation or twice this with the Advance Order. 
All models in a Fireteam must complete any 
movement permitted by the selected Order before 
completing any Actions. 
Ensure that when moving a model, measurements 
are taken from the same position, from start to 
finish.

Movement example - 5” of movement measured 
from the back of base to back of base.

TACTICAL phase
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In this example, each model in the Fireteam is under 
4” away from the model with the Command keyword, 

has Coherency.

In this example, the model on the left is over 4” away 
from the model with the Command keyword, and 

would be considered out of Coherency. The model on 
the right is under 4” however and has Coherency.

COHERENCY AND SEPERATED!
All models in the Fireteam measure Coherency 
to the model with the Command Keyword. This 
means that models with the Command Keyword 
will always have Coherency - with themselves. If 
a Command model is not present in the Fireteam, 
models must measure Coherency to at least one 
other model in the Fireteam.
Any models that end their movement outside of 
Coherency range (4” unless otherwise stated in 
a model’s Keyword rules) immediately become 
Separated! and gain the corresponding token. 

Seperated Token

A model that is Separated! is no longer an Active 
participant in the game and will lose all of their 
current States, such as Cautious or Overwatch.

In the subsequent Order and Initiative Phase the 
only Order they can receive is Rally! indicated by 
placing a Rally! token adjacent to the model. This 
Rally! is carried out in the Consolidation Phase, 
which may remove Separated! and the model may 
then act as normal in the following turn, assuming 
it can reach its Fireteam during the Rally! Phase. If 
it cannot reach it’s original Fireteam it will remain 
Separated! and will have to Rally! again in the next 
turn.
If the model is the last member of their Fireteam 
due to casualties or Stress, they will not count 
as being Separated! Separated! models can be 
attacked by enemy models as normal.

TACTICAL phase

<svg 

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Coherency can be mitigated in 
several ways. Models with the 
Operator Keyword are always 
considered to have coherency 
regardless of distance. On the other 
hand, Fireteams without Command 
models just need to be within range 
of another model in the team. 
Finally, upgrading your troops with 
the Tactical Headset upgrade also 
allows you to do this.  
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OVERWATCH ORDER
If a Fireteam reveals an Overwatch Order during 
their Tactical Phase, they can move up to their 
Move distance and then gain the State and token, 
allowing the Fireteam to move into a good position 
to overwatch. 
A Fireteam with the Overwatch Order may Snap 
Fire before their Order is revealed, follow the Snap 
Fire process as normal, however, the Order is not 
cancelled and is instead revealed to be Overwatch 
- place the Overwatch token beside the Fireteam to 
show they are in the Overwatch State.

Overwatch Token

Once in the Overwatch State, models can choose 
to Snap Fire at the end of the opposing players 
Move Step without gaining Stress from doing 
so or requiring rolling against their Initiative 
value regardless of how many times they do so. 
The Overwatch State lasts until the Fireteam is 
activated in the next Turn. 

STEP 3: Actions
Actions are attempted during the Action step of an 
Order. Players activate each model on an individual 
basis, completing any Actions permitted by that 
model before moving onto the next model in the 
Fireteam. Unless otherwise stated in the Order 
assigned, models in a Fireteam may complete 
different Actions. Actions in a Fireteam may be 
conducted in the sequence the controlling player 
chooses. 
The standard Actions a model may make are listed 
on the following pages. Further Actions may be 
outlined on a model’s Reference Card, Equipment 
Cards, or mission special rules.

STEP 2: OVERWATCH AND SNAP FIRE
If a Fireteam ends its movement within Line of 
Sight of an enemy Fireteam, then resolve any Snap 
Fire that may occur before proceeding with that 
Fireteam’s Actions.
Snap Fire cannot be used during the active 
player’s Tactical Phase as it is a reaction to enemy 
movement. For all intents and purposes, Snap Fire 
does count as an Action, albeit one that is taken 
out of sequence.
During the Tactical Phase, a player may choose to 
cancel a Fireteam’s assigned Order and attempt 
to Snap Fire at an enemy Fireteam that is being 
activated by the opposing player. Any number of 
models in the Fireteam may be selected to do this, 
however, not all are required to Snap Fire. 
The model(s) in the Fireteam conducting the Snap 
Fire must have Line of Sight  to at least one model 
of the enemy Fireteam that is being activated at 
the end of the enemy’s Fireteam Move Step.
Each model Snap Firing immediately gains one 
Stress token and then may carry out an Attack 
– Ranged or CQB Action, with the RoF of their 
equipped weapons reduced to 1. Apply all rules 
for Attack Actions as normal including cover and 
Modifiers. 
A Fireteam that has already activated may Snap 
Fire, but to do so must roll a D10 in addition to 
taking the Stress tokens. A result higher than the 
model’s Initiative value results in the model halting, 
no longer able to act in this turn; place a Disrupted! 
token adjacent to the Fireteam. An equal or lower 
result allows the model to carry out an Attack 
Action as outlined above.

TACTICAL phase

DESIGNERS NOTE:
Snap Fire has a high risk and cost 
to perform if you have not given 
your team the Overwatch Order. 
This is intentional, as we wanted 
players to make deliberate choices 
about playing in proactive and 
reactive ways within the game 
turns. Needless to say if teams 
could Overwatch easily or with 
little penalty, the game turns into a 
stalemate very quickly.
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Modifiers 
Attack – Ranged Actions may be subject to 
Modifiers, both positive and negative. These are 
applied to the Shoot value  on the model’s Reference 
Card before D10s are rolled to determine the target 
number to achieve.
Modifiers are cumulative and often Actions or 
Tests will have several Modifiers applied to the 
result. The following are common modifiers that 
are applied to Actions:

Cautious Target -2 Action Modifier
Target not in  cover +1 Action Modifier
For each point of Stress -1 Action Modifier

If a model cannot succeed in the Action because 
of the negative Modifiers that would be applied, no 
dice are rolled and the model’s Action is forfeited.  
In addition to this, a roll of 1 will always be a miss. 

Stress and Wounds
Each hit is represented by one card from the 
Wound Deck. For each hit, place a face down 
Wound Card from the Wound Deck on the target 
model’s Reference Card.
When each model in the Fireteam has completed 
their Actions, the opposing player may either flip 
the Wound Cards or reallocate them using Fireteam 
Protection (see page 25) and immediately apply 
the effects.

ATTACK - RANGED
Detailed below is the most common Action used 
in the game Attack - Ranged Action. To complete 
an Attack – Ranged Action follow these steps:

Choose a Model 
The player who’s turn it is to activate a Fireteam 
selects one of the models of the activated Fireteam 
to perform an Attack – Ranged Action with one of 
its equipped weapons (some Troop Profiles types 
have more than one Ranged Weapon).

Select a Target Model
The player then picks a target model that is within 
LoS of the activating model. Models behind or 
in “total cover” are completly hidden from view. 
Example of cover are provided on the following 
page. 

Range Bands
Ranged Weapons in Delta One Zero are effective at 
different distances. To reflect this, each weapon 
has a Range Band, which will list the weapons 
minimum and maximum distances. It may also 
include Modifiers, that represent how easy or hard 
it is to shoot at that particular range. See below for 
an example of how Range Bands are displayed on 
a models Reference Card.
To determine the Range Band, measure from the 
model to the closest point of the target’s base and 
the distance is compared to the Range Band. 
In addition it may also include Keywords that 
provide bonuses to the Ranged Weapon, which 
may or have to be used during the Attack – Ranged 
Action.

Rate of Fire 
The activating player then picks a number of D10s 
equal to the selected weapons Rate of Fire (RoF) 
listed on the model’s Reference Card and rolls 
them - any results that equal or are more than the 
target number are hits.

ATTACK - RANGED
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Furthermore, additional Modifiers may affect the 
Line of Sight of an attacking model In the example 
above, the MRB model is drawing Line of Sight to 
the UKPF model and is touching the first piece of 
terrain that would obstruct Line of Sight, so this 
is ignored. However there is more terrain (the oil 
drums) partly obscuring the model’s full volume. 
Therefore the targeted model counts as being in 
cover.
In addition, the UKPF model possesses the 
Cautious State (as shown with the token). Any 
Attack – Ranged Action being made against the 
UKPF model would suffer a -2 Action Modifier.

In the example above, the MRB model can draw 
Line of Sight to two UKPF models. The front 
UKPF model has no cover, as there are no partial 
obstructions between it and the MRB model. The 
rear UKPF model has cover if targeted by the 
MRB model, as the front UKPF model is partially 
obstructing it.
Friendly and enemy models obscure Line of Sight, 
so therefore, in this example, the MRB model 
chooses to target the front model and gain the +1 
Acton Modifier for no Line of Sight obstructions 
when making the Attack - Ranged Action.

LINE OF SIGHT AND COVER
When the activating model is drawing Line of 
Sight, to the target, trace an imaginary line from 
any point of the activating model’s volume to the 
point it is trying to see, using an overhead or “bird’s 
eye” view to do so. If a line can be traced without 
passing through Blocking Terrain (i.e. completely 
obscured from view), a Line of Sight exists.

If at any point the line is obstructed by a model 
(active or inactive, friendly or enemy) or a terrain 
feature/element that the activating model is not 
in base to base contact with, then the target is 
considered to have partial cover. In the above 
example, an MRB model, completing an Attack – 
Ranged Action, can draw Line of Sight at the UKPF 
model’s base, so the action can be completed. 
However, the full volume of the UKPF model is 
partially obscured by terrain. The UKPF model is 
therefore counted as being in cover.

If the activating model can draw Line of Sight 
to the target and no total or partial obstruction 
intervenes, the targeted model is not in cover, and 
a +1 Action modifier to any Attack – Ranged Action 
against it is granted. In the example above, the 
attacking MRB model is in base to base contact 
with the terrain, therefore  ignoring it for Line of 
Sight purposes

LINE OF SIGHT AND COVER
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In the example above a UKPF Sergeant is being 
targeted by an Attack - Ranged Action and is hit 
three times - three Wound Cards are placed on 
the Sergeant’s Reference Card. 
The owning player may choose to allocate half 
the hits (rounding up) to a model within 2 inches 
and LoS of the attack- in this case a model to 
the left hand side - who has two Wound Cards 
placed on its Reference Card.
The Wound Cards are then flipped and the 
results applied to both models.

In the example above the UKPF Sergeant is 
again being targeted by an Attack - Ranged 
Action and is hit two times - two Wound Cards 
are placed on the Sergeant’s Reference Card. 
The owning player cannot choose to allocate 
hits using Fireteam Protection as the Sergeant 
is already Fatigued! and is no longer part of a 
Fireteam.

Fireteam Protection 
If when an Attack – Ranged Action is being resolved 
and the target is a model with the Command or 
Specialist Keyword, the player controlling the 
targeted model may distribute up to half of the hits 
(rounding up) from each Attack – Ranged Action to 
another member of the Fireteam, as long as that 
model is within 2 inches of the targeted model and 
visible to the model making the Attack – Ranged 
Action. 
The allocation is done prior to the Wound Card(s) 
being flipped.  The steps to follow are:

1. The attacking player nominates a Command 
or Specialist model as the target for an Attack - 
Ranged Action.
2. The Attacking player completes an Attack – 
Ranged Action, including all applicable Modifiers.
3. One Wound Card is drawn for each hit and 
placed on the model’s Reference Card.
4. The defending player may choose to allocate 
up to half of the hits (facedown Wound Cards), 
rounding up, from each Action – Ranged Action 
onto one other model up to 2” away and in LoS of 
the Attacking model, placing the Wound Card(s) on 
that model’s Reference Card.
5. The Wound Cards are flipped and any effects 
on them are resolved.

FIRETEAM PROTECTION
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Fatigued models and CQB
If a model moves into base to base contact with 
an enemy model that is already Fatigued! or placed 
prone, instead of using a CQB Action, the player 
may nominate the model to conduct a Simple 
Interact to perform a coup de grace, removing the 
enemy model from play.

Multiple Models in CQB
If multiple models are engaged in the combat, the 
player that initiated the combat decides on the 
sequence that each model acts and if one side 
outnumbers the other, they should apply a +1 RoF 
Modifier to their CQB Attack for each additional 
model engaged.
Complete all CQB Actions of the active Fireteam in 
base contact before the Wound Cards are flipped 
- all models in base contact must make an Attack 
– Close Quarters Battle Action if they are able to. 
Enemy models test to fight or fall back as outlined 
above.

Shooting into CQB
Models not engaged in the CQB cannot shoot into 
CQB for any reason – the chances of hitting their 
comrades is too great!

CQB Armed Models vs Unarmed Models
Models that are not equipped with a CQB Weapon 
or that do not have a CQB attack value may never 
attack back against an enemy model equipped 
with a CQB Weapon and must always Move away 
2 inches, regardless of the result of the Nerve test. 
This restriction does not apply to the initial first 
round of combat, so an unarmed CQB model could 
attack a model with a CQB Weapon, but if they lose 
and have an opportunity to fight back they must 
choose to fall back.

Attack - Close quarters battle action 
The second most common action in Delta One 
Zero is an Attack - Close Quaters Battle (CQB) 
Action. An activated model can make an Attack - 
CQB Action if it ends its movement in base to base 
with an enemy model and can complete an Action 
in the Action phase.
For example, a model that makes an Advance 
move cannot end its movement in base to base 
contact with an enemy model and then perform a 
CQB Action as the Advance Order does not allow 
an Action to be performed.

Weapons 
A model can make an attack, either unarmed or 
with one of their equipped CQB Weapons, at one 
enemy model that they are in base to base contact 
with. If a model is equipped with a CQB Weapon, 
use the Rate of Fire (RoF) value  of the weapon to 
determine the number of attacks being made or if 
the model is unarmed they will only make a single 
attack.

Hitting and Missing 
The player then rolls the number of dice equal to the 
RoF. Any dice that, after Modifiers are applied, are 
equal to or have a higher value than the attacking 
model’s CQB value , are hits. For each hit a card 
from the Wound Deck is drawn and flipped and the 
effects immediately applied to the enemy model.

Fight or Flight 
If the enemy model is hit in the attack and survives, 
the controlling player must roll a D10 (even if it was 
a Near Miss card - this is still a hit); a result higher 
than the model’s Initiative value  results in the 
model becoming Fatigued! and they must Move 2 
inches away from the attacking model.
A lower result, or if the Attack Action missed, 
allows  the enemy model to Move 2 inches directly 
away from the attacking model or to attack back 
following the Attack – Close Quarters Battle rules 
above. This is repeated until a model falls or 
retreats from combat.
See the next page for an example of CQB.

ATTACK - CQB

DESIGNERS NOTE:
A Near Miss card is still considered 
a ‘hit’ in CQB - the fact the activated 
model has not caused damage to 
the enemy model is irrelavnt as the 
card flip represents intimidation or 
gaining an edge over their opponent.
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STANDARD ACTIONS
The following actions listed are considered 
‘standard’ Actions that all models in the game can 
do. This is different from Special Actions which are 
listed in the Faction Dossiers and on the Reference 
Cards of some specific models.

Attack - Breach 
A model can make an Attack – Breach Action 
with one of their equipped weapons against a 
closed door or window that they are in contact 
with. See rules for Attack – Ranged or Attack – 
Close Quarters for more information. Note that 
any Attack – Ranged or Attack – Close Quarters 
Modifiers are not applied, apart from the Modifiers 
from weapons with the Breach Keyword. Success 
means that from the completion of the current 
order, any model may now Move through the door 
or window as if it were open terrain. Models may 
complete a Breach Action when Snap Firing.

STANDARD ACTIONS

Climb
A model that wishes to traverse up or down a 
vertical or near to vertical surface must conduct 
a Climb Action. To climb, a model must end their 
movement in base contact with the surface they 
wish to climb. They may then Move up to their 
Move value  vertically. If the model has enough 
movement to reach the top or bottom, place it on 
the top or bottom (as appropriate) of the terrain 
piece. If not, then the Climb Action cannot be 
attempted and the Action is lost.
Note: vertical movement is applied differently for 
Rallying! models. Refer to the Rally! section in the 
Consolidation Phase for more details.

Detect 
Models can conduct a Detect Action to locate 
hidden models or items. Place a marker or select a 
point on the board in Line of Sight and within 12” of 
the model conducting the Detect Action, then roll 
a D10. A result higher than the model’s Initiative 
value  results in the model failing to spot anything. 
An equal or lower result immediately reveals any 
hidden models or items within two inches from the 
marker and in Line of Sight to the model.

Fire Mission 
A model that possesses the Command Keyword 
may use a Fire Mission Action to call in a Fire 
Mission as described on the Command Order card. 



First Aid 
A model that possesses a First Aid Kit Equipment 
Card or the Medic Keyword and is in base contact 
with a model that has received at least one Wound 
token, can conduct a First Aid Action. To do so, 
roll a D10 and compare the result to the model 
completing this Action’s current Initiative value , 
after Modifiers. A result higher than the Initiative 
value  of the model attempting First Aid means 
that the attempt was unsuccessful and no effect 
is applied.
An equal or lower result allows the wounded model 
to remove one Wound token assigned to it. This 
may bring a prone model back into play, however, 
it will immediately become Separated!, gain the 
corresponding token and can take no further Action 
this turn. First Aid Kits are one use only, regardless 
of the success or failure of attempt. The Medic 
Keyword skill can be used multiple times.
A model can use a First Aid Kit or the Medic Keyword 
on themselves if they complete the corresponding 
First Aid Action.

Indirect Fire
Models equipped with Weapons or Equipment with 
the Indirect Keyword may use these to make a 
special Attack – Ranged Actions against an enemy 
model or a target point within Range and outside 
of Line of Sight. Attack - Ranged Actions that do 
not have Line of Sight will an -2 Action Modifier on 
the Attack – Ranged Action in addition to any other 
Modifiers applied.
Weapons or Equipment with the Indirect Keyword 
may also target a point anywhere on board within 
Range and Line of Sight, in which case do not apply 
the -2 Action Modifier.
Covering Fire Order Modifiers are never applied to 
an Attack – Ranged Action that uses Indirect Fire.
To use Indirect Fire, place the Fire Mission marker at 
the intended target point, which may be anywhere 
within the Weapons listed Range Bands. Then use 
the RoF value of the Weapon to determine the 
number of shots the model will take. The player 
then rolls that number of D10s. 
Any D10s after Modifiers are applied, that are 
equal to or higher value than the target value, are 
successes.
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Interact

A model can perform an Interact Action to 
interact with a terrain piece or mission objective 
as required. This can be a Simple Interact, which 
will automatically succeed or a Complex Interact 
which will require an Initiative check to be passed 
to succeed. Rescue
An active model may, by performing a Rescue 
Action when in base contact with a friendly prone 
model, Move that prone model the next time the 
active model completes a Move. The prone model 
must remain in base contact with the active model 
and if the active model performs any other Action, 
the prone model may not be moved again until 
another Rescue Action is completed.

Reload
A model can perform a Reload Action in the Tactical 
Phase in order to:
• If the weapon has a Jam the Reload Action 

will clear the Jam, allowing the model to shoot 
again in subsequent Actions

• If the weapon requires a Reload to change 
ammunition types or insert fresh ammunition, 
the Reload Action will achieve this, allowing the 
model to shoot again in subsequent Actions

Support - Spot 
Any model in base contact with a single model with 
the Marksman Keyword, can conduct a Support – 
Spot Action by making a successful Initiative Check. 
This result allows the model with the Marksman 
Keyword, when performing an Attack - Ranged 
Action this Action step, to prevent the opposing 
player from using the Fireteam Protection rule 
and instead must allocate all Wound Cards to the 
targeted model.

STANDARD ACTIONS
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STEP 5: End of Activation 
Once all activations and reactivations have been 
completed by the players Fireteam, play now 
switches to the opposing player, who may activate 
a Fireteam and complete any Movement and 
Actions permitted.
This alternating sequence continues until no 
fireteams remain to activate. At this stage the turn 
will mov einto the Consolidation Phase.

STEP 4: Reactivation and a Guts Check
Once all of a Fireteam’s Actions have been resolved, 
the controlling player may attempt to Reactivate 
the Fireteam by successfully passing a Guts 
Check. To do this, each member of the Fireteam 
immediately gains one Stress token and a D10 is 
rolled for the Fireteam. 
A D10 roll higher than the Command model’s 
Nerve value  (or if the Fireteam does not have a 
Command model, the model with the highest 
Nerve value), after Modifiers, in the Fireteam 
results in the models halting and no longer able to 
act in this turn. Place a Disrupted token adjacent 
the Fireteam.
An equal or lower result than the Nerve value, after 
Modifiers, allows the Fireteam to immediately 
carry out the current Order assigned to it again. 
A Fireteam can be Reactivated multiple times 
as long as they are successful, gaining one 
Stress  token each time before the Guts 
Check is attempted.
Note: a result of a natural “1” (i.e. with no Modifiers 
being applied) will always pass a Reactivation Test.

Disrupted
When a model or Fireteam is Disrupted! it loses 
any State it possesses (such as Cautious! Covering 
Fire or Overwatch).

TACTICAL phase



RALLYING MODELS
After the Command Keyword stage, players then 
alternate Rallying their models:
Starting with the player who won the Forward! 
roll, players can attempt to Rally! any models that 
currently possess a Rally! Order:
1. Select a model that possesses a Rally! Order; 

Remove one Stress token from the model. 
2. If the total number of Stress tokens remains 

at or above the Stress value  on the Reference 
Card, it remains in position, Fatigued! and must 
be issued a new Rally! Order in the next Order 
and Initiative Phase.

3. If removing the Stress token brings the total 
number of Stress tokens under the Stress 
threshold listed on the model’s Reference Card, 
it will remove the Fatigued! token and no longer 
be Fatigued!.

4. Models may then move up to a distance in 
inches (vertically or horizontally) equal to 
twice their current Move value . The model 
must attempt to move into Coherency with its 
original Fireteam. 

Once Coherency is achieved the model is part of 
that Fireteam and will be ready to act as normal 
next turn. If a model cannot achieve Coherency 
with its original Fireteam, it will immediately 
become Separated! (and gain the corresponding 
token) and must be issued a new Rally! Order in 
the next Order and Initiative Phase.

CONSOLIDATION PHASE
The Consolidation Phase consists of the following 
stages for each player’s activation:
1. Use any abilities or Keywords allowed at the 

commencement of the Consolidation Phase.
2. Complete any compulsory Rally! Orders.
3. Tidy up.
4. Check Victory Conditions.

KEYWORDS AND ABILITIES
At the beginning of this phase, complete any rules 
or abilities possessed by models that may take 
place during the Consolidation Phase, including 
models with the Command Keyword. 

This must take place before Rally! Orders can be 
attempted. The Command Keyword States that a 
Fireteam that includes a model with this Keyword 
may remove one Stress token from each Active 
model that has coherency to the Command model.
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As the Rally! Order is compulsory 
it is represented by the Rally! token 
and the model ignores the Order 
Generator. Remember that Fatigued 
models belong to no Fireteam!

DESIGNERS NOTE:
The role of the Command model 
is first and foremost to keep the 
Fireteam cool under pressure. 
Having the ability to remove Stress
tokens represents this - and why it 
is STRONGLY recommended that 
each Fireteam possesses the one 
permitted Command model!

That said, some Fireteams can 
function perfectly well without a 
Command model - until they come 
under fire and need to use the Steady 
Order to stay in the game.

 

IMPORTANT!
Separated or Fatigued! models do not benefit 
from the Command Keyword as they are not 
part of a Fireteam!

Consolidation phase
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Example force 
Each Each FactionFaction in Delta One Zero has an associated  in Delta One Zero has an associated 
Dossier,Dossier, which will list the  which will list the Faction’sFaction’s various  various 
available models, available models, Tactical Tactical and and Upgrade CardsUpgrade Cards  
and and Command Orders.Command Orders. Each  Each Dossier Dossier will note the will note the 
points beside each entry for each item available points beside each entry for each item available 
to the to the Force.Force.
It will also note any restrictions applicable.It will also note any restrictions applicable.
In a balanced competitive game we recommend:In a balanced competitive game we recommend:
• • A maximum of 3 A maximum of 3 Fireteams.Fireteams.
• • Fireteams Fireteams being between 2 - 5 models each in being between 2 - 5 models each in 

size.size.
• • All models in a All models in a FireteamFireteam must have the same  must have the same 

Formation Keyword.Formation Keyword.
• • Only one Only one CommandCommand model per model per Fireteam. Fireteam.
An example of a An example of a UKPF ForceUKPF Force is provided below: is provided below:

Tidy Up Stage 
Add the discarded Wound Cards to the Wound 
Deck and reshuffle. Remove expired State tokens 
such as Covering Fire, but leave States such as 
Cautious and Overwatch in play to remind players.
Draw another card from the Tactical Deck. Discard 
a Tactical Cards, face up, if you are currently holding 
a number over cards exceeding your Tactical Hand 
limit. 
Check if either side has met the Mission’s Victory 
Conditions, if not, play another turn (unless that 
was turn six or other duration specified by the 
Mission or agreed by the players) following the 
process outlined.

Consolidation phase
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You can visit our webstore at
https://bonza-games.com/shop/ 
to purchase everything you need to 
play Delta One Zero: The Minaitures 
Game. On this page you can see 
just some of the many products 
avaialable for purchase today!
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Terrain TYPES AND RULES

Open Terrain refers to the open tabletop on which 
players are playing, examples being fields and 
roads as well as walls and fences not higher than 
the Volumetric Template. 

Scatter Terrain may be placed upon Open Terrain 
to provide cover for Fireteams – Scatter Terrain is 
included under Open Terrain as it does not impede 
movement.
As discussed within the movement section, 
Fireteams can move over any terrain feature as long 
as it is not higher than the Volumetric Template, 
so for example walls, fences, barrels, containers 
and even small vehicles can be moved over, rather 
than around, as their height will generally be less 
than the Volumetric Template.

Difficult Terrain can be classed as anything that 
impedes movement.
Difficult Terrain examples include dense foliage or 
forests, steep slopes or loose rubble, and rivers. 
Fireteams in Difficult Terrain can never complete 
an Advance or Steady Order – the model will stop 
just before the Difficult Terrain and not be in base 
to base contact. A Fireteam may not complete a 
Sustained Fire Order when in base to base contact 
with Difficult Terrain.
If a Fireteam wants to move through Difficult 
Terrain the Fireteam must either complete:
• An Engage, Covering Fire or Overwatch Order, 

gaining one Stress token for each Fireteam 
model remaining in contact with Dangerous 
Terrain at the end of the Move step.

• A Cautious Order and not suffering any effects 
of Stress if they are still in base to base contact 
at the end of the Move step.

DESIGNERS NOTE:
including areas of Difficult and 
Dangerous terrain on your board 
can encourage some creative and 
tactical movement from players. It 
is a factor often overlooked when 
setting up terrain but we heartily 
encourage you to use it!

Dangerous Terrain can be classed as anything 
that could harm a Fireteam, examples being razor 
wire, mine field/improvised explosive device area, 
and chemical spills.
Similarly, to Difficult Terrain, Fireteams cannot 
move through Dangerous Terrain using an Advance 
or Steady Order and will stop before coming into 
base to base contact with it. A Fireteam may not 
complete a Sustained Fire Order when in base to 
base contact with Dangerous Terrain. 
If a Fireteam wants to move through Dangerous 
Terrain follow the procedure for moving through 
Difficult Terrain. Furthermore, Fireteams may not 
Reactivate when in Dangerous Terrain.

Impassable Terrain can be classed as anything 
that prevents a Fireteam moving through it or 
around it, examples include deep rivers and 
radioactive zones. Fireteams are not able to move 
through this type of terrain unless they have 
special equipment or abilities.

Blocking Terrain can be classed as anything 
that partially or totally blocks Line of Sight for 
a Fireteam, examples include fully enclosed 
buildings, shipping containers high walls and large 
vehicles. Fireteams cannot move through Blocking 
Terrain and must instead either Climb or move 
around it. 

Breachable Terrain includes the locked doors and 
windows on buildings which which have to be 
broken or smashed to enter – the Breach Action 
is perfect for this! Examples include, together 
with their hit points required to destroy it to allow 
models to move through:

External door 2 Stress points

Internal door 1 Stress point
External window 1 Stress point

Security doors and 
windows

3 Stress points
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NIGHT FIGHTING
A scenario may state (or players may mutually 
agree) that rules for Night Fighting are in effect.  
This will chaneg the game experience in the 
following ways:

Setting the Terrain
During set up, or if stated in the scenario, some 
terrain elements may be lit or create illuminated 
areas that extend up to 3” from the terrain 
piece, either in all directions or in limited arcs. 
Illuminated areas should be discussed and 
mutually agreed upon by players during the setup 
of the game board. Sometime larger, impassable 
terrain elements might interrupt the 3” light pool 
– likewise players should agree on this before the 
game commences.

Line of Sight
When night fight rules are in effect, a model’s 
Line of Sight extends in an 18” in all directions. 
Anything beyond that distance is not visible and 
cannot be targeted, unless it is wholly or partially 
within an illuminated area. Also, when these rules 
are in effect, all Attack – Ranged Actions suffer a 
-2 Action Modifier.

Concealment
Fireteams, when fighting at night, can use the 
darkness to carefully manoeuvre around the 
board. All fireteams begin the game Concealed 
(and should be marked with a Concealed token). 
A Concealed team may never be the target of an 
Attack action, even if an enemy fireteam has line 
of sight to them.

Revealed
A fireteam however can target an enemy fireteam 
that is Revealed. A fireteam gains the Revealed 
state (and removes their Concealed token) when:
- A successful Detect action by the opposing player 
reveals at least one model from the fireteam,
- The fireteam conducts an Attack Action with a 
weapon that does not possess the Silent keyword,
- At least one model from the fireteam is in an 
illuminated area and is in Line of Sight .
- At least one model from the fireteam ends their 
activation within 3” of an active enemy model and 
in Line of Sight of that model.
Any model that ends their move partially or fully 
inside an illuminated area visible to any range to 
other models that can draw line of sight to them 
(bypassing the 18” restriction when night fighting). 

Cautious Order and Night Fighting 
A team that has been issued a Cautious order 
cannot be revealed by a Detect action. Also 
fireteam can regain their Concealed state at the 
end of their next movement phase, if they have 
been given a  Cautious order and are no longer 
within Line of Sight of any enemy models.

Noise
Some actions on the batlefield generate Noise and 
may also reveal a fireteam’s presence to the enemy. 
Each time a fireteam does any of the following 
actions they should be given a Noise token.
- Complete an Advance order
- Attempts a Climb action
- Attempts an Interact action
- Attempts an Attack - Close Combat action
- Fails a Guts Check to Reactivate the fireteam
Noise tokens remain with the Fireteam until the 
beginning of their next activation, or they are 
Revealed. 

If their are enemy teams with Noise tokens on the 
board and within 18”, a model may make a Detect 
action, gaining a +1 Action Modifier for each Noise 
token present on the fireteam they are attempting 
to detect. 
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FACTION KEYWORDS
Keyword Rule

NATO
(North 
Atlantic 
Treaty Org.)

When using the NATO Faction, 
a player may draw a fifth card to 
add to their Tactical Hand at the 
start of the game.

NEB
(New 
Eastern 
Bloc)

New Eastern Bloc models do not 
gain Stress when models in their 
Fireteams are removed from play 
for being wounded.

EUCOM None

Partisan None

KEYWORD SUMMARY
The Keywords printed at the bottom of a model’s Reference 
Card are also presented in the following sequence; 

Faction All Models in a Force must have the 
same Faction Keyword.

Formation Models in a Fireteam must have the 
same Formation Keyword. 

Role The Role Keyword indicates a model’s 
role in a Fireteam and may interact 
with several other Keywords. 

Title The Title Keyword primarily interacts 
with several other Keywords, usually 
Weapon and Equipment Keywords. 

 v

IMPORTANT!
Not all Keywords have specific rules, 
however, other rules may interact with that 
Keyword. If a Keyword has “none” listed 
here, assume that it is a “passive” Keyword 
and has no special rules.

An example of this is the Specialist 
and Medic Keywords - Specialist has no 
specific rules, however the Specialist 
Keyword grants the model the ability to 
use Fireteam Protection.

keywords
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UKPF
(United 
Kingdom 

If the model in Command of the 
Force has the UKPF Keyword, then 
the controlling player will always 
select their board edge to deploy 
on. If both Forces possess this 
Keyword, roll as normal.  
Also, the UKPF Formation have 
the Tactical Guile Command Order, 
which results in automatically 
winning the Forward! roll on the 
turn when played. If another 
player would also automatically 
win it, roll dice as normal.

FORMATION KEYWORDS
Keyword Rule

GRU None

MI6 None

MRB
(Motor Rifle 
Brigade)

If the model in Command of the 
Force has the MRB Keyword, 
then the Forward! Test in the first 
game turn is won automatically. 
If another player would also 
automatically win it, roll dice as 
normal.
Also, the MRB Formation have 
the Aggressive Action Command 
Order, permitting them to 
immediately activate a second 
Fireteam in the Tactical Phase, 
ignoring the usual turn sequence 
on the turn played. 

SAS If the model in Command of the 
Force has the SAS Keyword, the 
Force is granted to the Who Dares, 
Wins Command Order, permitting 
them to suffer additional Stress 
to automatically pass the Guts 
Check to Reactivate a Fireteam.
Models with the SAS Keyword 
may complete a free Attack – 
Breach Action before or after 
completing their movement step 
of any issued Order.

SPETSNAZ If the model in Command of the 
Force has the Spetznaz Keyword, 
the Force is granted to the Zasada! 
Command order, permitting them 
to remove additional Stress if in 
proximity to enemy models during 
the Consolidation Phase.
Models with the Spetznaz Keyword 
gain the Lethal (2) Keyword and 
apply a +1 Modifier to the RoF 
of any CQB Weapons they are 
equipped with when making any 
Attack – Close Quarters Action.

keywords
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Role KEYWORDS
Keyword Rule

COMMAND A Fireteam that includes a model 
with this Keyword may remove 
one Stress token from each 
Active model at the start of the 
Consolidation Phase. 
Also, all models in the Fireteam 
measure Coherency to the model 
with the Command Keyword. 
This means that models with the 
Command Keyword will always 
have Coherency with themselves. 
Furthermore, if a Fireteam has 
a model with the Command 
Keyword present, it will always 
use that model’s Nerve value to 
test to Reactivate.
A Fireteam may only have one 
model with this Command 
Keyword.

OPERATOR 
COMMAND

A model with the Operator 
Command Keyword is considered 
to possess both the Command and 
Operator Keywords and applies all 
rules from both Keywords.

OPERATOR A model with the Operator 
Keyword always counts as being 
in coherency with the other 
members of their Fireteam, 
regardless of distance between 
the models, and will never 
become Separated due to losing 
coherency.
Also, when performing a Rally!, a 
model with the Operator Keyword 
does not move toward their 
Fireteam, instead the model gains 
the Cautious State.

SPECIALIST None.

keywords

SPECIAL 
AGENT

This model starts the game with 
the model in Undercover mode.
When Undercover it cannot 
be attacked or interacted with 
by friendly or enemy models. 
Whenever the model performs 
an Action, it reveals itself to be a 
Special Agent and can be attacked 
and interacted with as normal. 
A model with the Special Agent 
Keyword can only ever be taken in 
a Fireteam of 1 model.  

SUPPORT None. 

TROOPER None.
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SERGEANT Models with the Sergeant Keyword 
always make Nerve Checks using 
their unmodified Guts value.

VETERAN None.

keywords

TITLE KEYWORDS
Keyword Rule

CAPTAIN When drawing Tactical Cards 
during the Consolidation Phase 
a player that has an Active model 
with this keyword present in their 
Force may draw an additional 
Tactical Card. A player may never 
exceed their permitted Tactical 
Hand size and must discard to this 
limit before continuing the turn. 
Only one model with this Keyword 
can be included in a Force.

CELL 
LEADER

None.

COMMS Models with the Comms Keyword 
provide the Assisted Fire bonus 
to any Fire Mission Actions 
undertaken by their Fireteam. 
A model with this keyword may 
complete Fire Mission Actions 
but will not gain the Assisted Fire 
bonus.

CORPORAL None.

ENGINEER Models with the Engineer Keyword 
automatically succeed in Complex 
Interact Actions.

LIEUTENANT Any friendly model within 8” can 
substitute this model’s current 
Initiative value  for their own.

MEDIC Models with the Medic Keyword 
can perform First Aid Actions.

POLITICAL 
OFFICER

A Fireteam that includes a model 
with this Keyword will always 
consider their Nerve value to be 
8 when attempting to Reactivate 
a Fireteam, regardless of any 
Modifiers. If this Test is failed, 
remove this model with this 
Keyword from play.

RECON Models with the Recon Keyword 
automatically succeed in Detect 
Actions.

REGULAR None.
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Keyword Rule

CRITICAL When rolling to hit with a Weapon 
with the Critical Keyword, a result 
of a 10 on the dice will cause one 
Wound and one Stress token to 
be applied to the target model. 
This cannot be allocated using 
Fireteam Protection rules. Do not 
draw a Wound Card.

DANGEROUS Any roll of a 1 to hit using this 
weapon causes a Wound and 
Stress Token to be placed on the 
model using it. 

EOD SUIT When hit with an Area Effect 
Attack, this model does not flip 
Wound Cards.

FATAL If a model receives a Wound token 
as a result of being hit by this 
weapon treat the model as having 
a wound threshold of 0.

FLASHBANG Weapons with the Flashbang 
Keyword posses the Area Effect 
2/2 and Stun Keywords.
AS well as this, weapons with this 
keyword ignore Wounds from the 
Wound and Stress card, however, 
the Stress is still applied as 
normal.

WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT KEYWORDS
These rules are applied to any Weapons or 
Equipment items that possess the corresponding 
Keyword. Keyword rules with (X) effects stack if 
multiple effects would apply.

Keyword Rule

ANTI TANK None

AREA 
EFFECT (X 
/ Y)

Measure X distance from the 
edge of the target model or Fire 
Mission marker – all models 
either fully or partially within this 
range receive Y number of Wound 
Cards. These cannot be allocated 
using Fireteam Protection rules.

ASSISTED 
FIRE

Models or Equipment possessing 
the Assisted Fire Keyword gains 
a -1 Modifier to Initiative checks 
when Fire Mission Actions are 
attempted.

BALLISTIC 
SHIELD

Models equipped with Weapons 
or Equipment that possess this 
Keyword ignore the Stress Wound 
Card, treating it as a Near Miss 
Card instead.

BREACH (X) Using this Weapon in an Attack 
– Breach Action grants a +(X) 
Action Modifier, where X is the 
value listed on the Weapon or 
Equipment Card.

COVER Models equipped with Weapons 
or Equipment that possess this 
Keyword are always considered to 
be in Cover.

CQB A Weapon possessing the CQB 
Keyword can be used in an Attack 
- Close Quarters Action.

keywords
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Keyword Rule

MEDIC KIT Models equipped Equipment 
that possess this Keyword can 
use First Aid Kits multiple times 
instead of just once. This item 
also counts as a First Aid Kit.

MARKSMAN Weapons or Equipment that 
possess the Marksman Keyword 
can only be equipped on models 
with the Marksman Keyword.

OBSCURE If an Attack Action with equipment 
that possesses this Keyword 
is successful, place the 25mm 
Obscured marker at the target 
point. Apply a -2 Action Modifier if 
attempting an Attack – Ranged or 
Detect Action into or through the 
area within 2 inches of the marker. 
This effect is cumulative with 
additional Obscured markers.
These tokens expire in the 
following turn and are removed 
in the Tidy Up stage of the 
Consolidation Phase.

POINT MAN Models equipped with  Equipment 
that possess this Keyword are 
always able to provide Fireteam 
Protection to any model with 2” 
that is targetted by an Attack - 
Ranged action, if it is in LoS to the 
attacking model.

POISON Stress Wound Cards are treated as 
Wound and Stress Wound Cards

PRECISE Any Attack - Ranged Actions made 
with this Weapon receive a +1 
Action Modifier.

RELOAD A Weapon possessing the Reload 
Keyword must be reloaded after 
each Attack Action and will always 
count its RoF as 1.

WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT KEYWORDS contd

Keyword Rule

FULL AUTO Weapons with the Full Auto 
Keyword suffers a -1 Action 
Modifier on all Attack Actions.

GAS If an Attack Action with equipment 
that possesses this Keyword 
is successful, place the 25mm 
Gas marker at the target point. 
Any model that ends a Move OR 
completes an Action (including 
Snap Fire) within 2” of this marker 
suffers one Stress at the end of 
the activation the models moved 
and/or acted in. This effect is 
not cumulative with multiple 
Gas tokens. These tokens expire 
in the following turn and are 
removed in the Tidy Up stage of 
the Consolidation Phase. Models 
equipped with Gas Masks ignore 
the Gas Keyword.

ILLUMI
-NATION

If an Attack Action with equipment 
that possesses this Keyword 
is successful, place the 25mm 
Illuminated marker at the target 
point, creating a 3” Light Pool 
from the marker in all directions.

JAM (X) When making an Attack Action, if 
a D10 matches the value of (X), 
the weapon immediately suffers a 
Jam and cannot be used to make 
any further Attack rolls until a 
Reload Action is performed by the 
model.

LIMITED (X) A Weapon with the Limited 
Keyword may only be used (X) 
number of times in a game.

LETHAL (X) A Weapon with the Lethal Keyword 
flips (X) Wound Cards for each 
successful hit.

keywords
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Keyword Rule

SCATTER 
(LARGE)

Place the Order Generator close 
to where the scatter will take 
place. Roll a D10 to determine if 
the Attack – Ranged Action hits or 
which direction it scatters,  noting 
that a 1 has no effect and a 10 is 
a direct hit and does not scatter. 
A roll between 2 and 9 gives the 
direction of scatter (see Order 
Generator).
Once the scatter roll is made, roll 
a D10 to determine distance (if 
any).

SCATTER 
(SMALL)

Place the Order Generator close 
to where the scatter will take 
place. Roll a D10 to determine if 
the Attack – Ranged Action hits or 
which direction it scatters,  noting 
that a 1 has no effect and a 10 is 
a direct hit and does not scatter. 
A roll between 2 and 9 gives the 
direction of scatter (see Order 
Generator).
Once the scatter roll is made, roll 
a D10 to determine distance (if 
any), halving the result.

SILENT The Weapon does not generate 
any Noise.

STUN Fireteams hit by Attacks from a 
Weapon with this keyword will be 
Disrupted.

SUPPRESSIVE A Weapon possessing the 
Suppressive Keyword provides 
an additional +1 Action Modifier 
when participating in a Covering 
Fire Order. It also provides an 
additional -1 Action Modifier on 
enemy Fireteams attempting to 
complete an Attack Action on the 
Fireteam that has completed a 
Covering Fire Order that turn.

keywords

Keyword Rule

TERROR If a model is subject to an Attack 
Action by this weapon any ‘Near 
Miss’ wound flips will cause 1 
Stress token instead of having no 
effect. In addition, Fireteams hit 
by Attacks from a Weapon with 
this keyword will be Disrupted.

THROWN Equipment possessing the 
Thrown Keyword is considered to 
have the Indirect Keyword and will 
always count their RoF as 1.

UNWIELDLY A Weapon possessing the 
Unwieldly Keyword suffers a –
(X) Action Modifier to Attack – 
Ranged Actions, where X is the 
value listed on the Weapon Card, 
if they Move any distance before 
an Action.

UPGRADE-
ABLE (X)

A Weapon possessing the 
Upgradable Keyword may be 
modified (X) times using Upgrade 
Cards.

WEAPON 
TYPE (AR, 
SMG, MG)

Denotes the type of Weapon, 
which may interact with Upgrade 
Cards.
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COMMON MODIFIERS
Attack – Ranged at Cautious! 
target

-2 Action Modifier

Attack – Ranged target out of 
Cover

+1 Action Modifier

For each point of Stress -1 Action or +1 
Check Modifier

WOUND CARDS
Wound and 
Stress

Causes a model to gain 1 Wound and 1 
Stress token.  If Wound value on model’s 
Reference Card is equalled, model is 
placed prone; if exceeded the model is 
removed immediately.

Stress Causes a model to gain 1 Stress token. If 
Stress value on model’s Reference Card is 
equalled or exceeded, model is Fatigued! 
and must Rally!

Near Miss No effect.

SNAP FIRE
Models having LoS to targets at the end of their movement 
may Snap Fire.  Remove the Fireteam’s Order and each model 
Snap Firing immediately gains one Stress token and then may 
carry out an Attack – Ranged Action or Attack CQB Action.
A Fireteam that has already activated may Snap Fire, but in 
Order to do so must roll a D10 in addition to taking the Stress 
token. An equal or lower result than the model’s Nerve value 
allows the model to Snap Fire as outlined above.
If a Fireteam has been issued an Overwatch Order, that Order 
is not cancelled when a Snap Fire Action is taken. Instead, 
models can choose to Snap Fire at any time this turn without 
gaining Stress from doing so, or requiring to roll against their 
Nerve value regardless of how many times they do so.

REACTIVATION
Once a Fireteam’s Actions are resolved, the player may 
attempt to Reactivate the same Fireteam. To do this, each 
member of the Fireteam immediately gains one Stress token 
and a D10 is rolled. A result higher than the highest Nerve 
value in the Fireteam results in the squad being Disrupted, no 
longer able to act in this turn (including Snap Fire). An equal or 
lower result allows the Fireteam to immediately carry out the 
previous Order assigned to it.

CONSOLIDATION Phase 
• Command Keyword stage.
• Rally! stage.
• Tidy up stage.

RALLY
1. Select a model that possesses a Rally! Order. 
2. Remove one Stress token from the model’s   
 Reference Card; if the same or more Stress tokens  
 remain as listed on the Reference Card, the model  
 remains Fatigued! 
3. If below the Stress value listed on the model’s  
 Reference Card the Fatigued! or Separated token is  
 removed. 
4. Models no longer in these States may then Move  
 twice the Move value on the model’s Reference Card  

 towards their original Fireteam.

TURN SEQUENCE
A player turn consists of three phases:
 1. Order and Initiative Phase.
 2. Tactical Phase.
 3. Consolidation Phase.

TACTICAL CARDS
Four (4) Tactical Cards are drawn at the start of the game:

Clear Stress Clears all Stress from any one model in 
a player’s Fireteam at the beginning or 
end of an activation.

Reactivate Allows a Fireteam to Reactivate after 
completing an Order without taking the 
Stress penalty.

Command 
Order

Activates a Command Order.

Reflip Replaces any one Wound Card.

STOP! Cancels an opponent’s Tactical Card.

Order and Initiative Phase 
Advance Move up to twice their movement value 

, no Action
Cautious Move up to half their movement value  

(rounding up) and gaining the Cautious 
State. Can also perform an Action.  RoF 
drops to 1.

Covering 
Fire

Move up to their movement value  and 
nominate “point man”; all models within 
2” contribute +1 Action Modifier in 
Attack and -1 To Hit Modifier in defence.

Engage Move up to their movement value , 
perform an Action.

Overwatch Can Move up to its movement value  and 
can Snap Fire without receiving Stress, 
gains the Overwatch State until next 
activation.

Steady Move up to their movement value  and 
each model can remove one Stress 
token, 2 if entire Fireteam is out of LoS 
of enemy models. No Action. 

Sustained 
Fire

No movement; all Attack - Ranged 
Actions gain a +1 RoF Modifier.

FORWARD
Roll a D10 and each side adds their Force Commander’s 
Initiative value to determine who has gained the Forward! 
Command for this turn. The winner may choose to have 
initiative, or pass to the other player.

TACTICAL PHASE
1. Select a Fireteam, reveal Order and conduct any  
 movement permitted by the Order assigned.
2. The opposing player will resolve any Snap Fire  
 reactions. 
3. Controlling player may resolve any Actions permitted. 
4. Controlling player may attempt to Reactivate the  
 same Fireteam. 
5. Players then alternate to activate Fireteams.

quick reference


